
July 12, 1972 
Dear Harold, 

I just received your letter today, and thought it best to 
reply as soon as possible. Perhaps you may not realize this, 
or simply fail to recognize it because you are so involved in 
what concerns you most, but my summer is far from free. I have 
been involved in numerous undertakings which are very imeortant 
to me, both socially and personally. 14 days are elanned weeks 
in advance, and I do not have the time to hassle around with 
your demeaning letters, to put it as bluntly as you so graciously 
do. Life is simply too short for me to waste it. 

I have not mailed tha your tapes back to you yet because I was 
keeping them to initiate anyone unfamiliar to the case into what 
exactly we would be doing. You should find them in $ your mail-
box a few days after you receive this letter. Also, I am sending 
you John's letters. 

:';hen this first bean, the dean of the law school ask me to 
organize a group of law students to work on the 'James larl Ray 
case. Ee gave me a few details and ask if I would check around 
the school to try to find anyone interested. This I did, and turned 
the list of interested students in to him. Shen you kame to town 
to appear on the Bill Fields chow. When I went to the Chase to 
speak with you and Jerry, you will remember that I had a note- 
book with me that I was going to take notee in. 7ou dietinctly 
tot= me that there was no reason for me to Co so. Jaen, because 
of car troubles beyond my control, I was not able to meet further 
with you. I have ask you in the past to clarify what exactly 
you would like for us to do here in St. Louis. You have not yet 
made that clear to me. 

To make a long story short, so as not too waste too much 
of your treasured time, you shoul_ consult Dean Lesar for the 
list of the other law students interested in the case. Feel free 
to expose my incompetence by checking on exactly how many of 
those law students ate at this time in the summer still willing 
to put the work that is required into the case. I am sure that 
you will find that at the very least, I am not a liar. 

I doubt if you will even consider this, and clearly not heed 
it, but I feel compeUdd to state it anyway. Your time may 
be the meet valuable in the world, but if you can not take the 
time to explain what you want done, WAhal&UNrat&A&TAAAU&Al 
WAtla&d&a4:5444a&M&WflialL1&& so that those working for you 
are able to precede in an orderly and timely fashion, then you 
will curer fail in what ever the endeavor iz. Secondly and 

finally, perhaps you shoulL1 take an objective view of yourself, 
the changes that are needed for you to further succeed. If you 
c_n possibly do so, evaluate your own thinking  and uneeretending. 
Clearly, some true reflective thought on your pert would be of 
great benefit to you and your future endeavors. 

I am not one to either hold a grudLe or speak maliciously of 
people that I respect. 30, what is ,flone is:one, and J. sincerely 
hope that we pert as friends. 7ou aro always welcome in my 
home when you are in town, so stop by if you ever Let out Chi 
way a::ain. 

Sir rely;  , 

ittA/Let- 


